
Targeted Web
Analytics
For Problem-Solving and Decision-
Making



Toolkit



Google Analytics
Probably already have this installed!



Google Analytics Event Tracking
Event tracking is the BEST.



jQuery
Also some plain javascript.



GreaseMonkey for Firefox
And the Chrome developer tools, especially the console
window.



  var recordTab = $("ul.EXLResultTabs");
  // console.log("recordTab:",recordTab);

  recordTab.on("click", "li.EXLResultTab", function() {
   var link = $(this);
  if ( link.attr("id") === "docDelUrl") {
  label = "DocDel";
  } else {
  label = link.text();
  }
  // console.log("Click recordTab: ",label); 
     _gaq.push(['_trackEvent', 'Records','Access', label]);
  });

       



Colleagues!
And Stack Exchange.



Process



1. Formulate Question



2. Get Data



3. Analyze the Data



3. Make Decision/Solve Problem



Basic Questions
What devices are patrons using?
When are the busiest hours? When are our least busy
hours?



When are the least busy
hours?



Data gathering:

Look at the user sessions or pageviews by hour across the
week, especially for the equivalent week during the previous
year.



Data results:



Decision:

Target weekdays before 8am, Saturday night, or Sunday
morning for maintenance that requires downtime or other
disruption.



Navigation Questions
How are patrons using our website navigation?
Are the Quicklinks we supply the right resources and
services? Are there ones that aren't getting used? Ones that
we should add?



Are the Quicklinks actually
used?





Data gathering:

Set up event tracking to fire off for each click on a Quicklink.



Data results:

Library Reserves 14,922
Interlibrary Loan 5,287
My Library Accounts 5,154
Google Scholar 4,716
Web of Science 4,430
Subjects A-Z 3,218
JSTOR 2,720
WorldCat 1,729
Academic Search Premier 1,078
RefWorks 1,058



Decision:

Actually, we haven't done anything with this data yet. But
we're hoping to!



Feature Use Questions
What features of our discovery tool are getting used the
most? Are there any that aren't getting used much?
Does the text input box on our link resolver get used much?
How about the permalink tool?
Are patrons taking advantage of the default search scope
checkbox on our library homepage?



Does the text input box on
our link resolver get used?





Data Gathering:

Set up event tracking to fire off for each click in the input box



Data Results:

Only about 4% of sessions had any use of the input boxes, and
much of it was library staff.



Decision made:

Hide these boxes under a down caret, and communicate
changes to internal staff and patrons.





Content Use Questions
Which Primo Central Index collections are being used the
most? The least?
How are patrons interacting with our discovery system
records? Do they go straight for online access? Do they
request articles via ILL? Do they look at the details tab?



Which Primo Central Index
collections are being used
the most?



Data gathering:

Have event fire on each interaction with a record, and include
the name of the collection and the type of interaction in the
event tracking data.





Data results:

About 58% of record interactions are with local records, even
though nearly two-thirds of the use of Primo is in the
articles+books scope.

The next most-used source, Gale Cengage, is about 11% of
total record interactions. Web of Science records are about
4%, and JSTOR records are about 2%.



Decision:

Nothing yet, again.

We want more data on this before we do anything, and there
are a number of groups within the library that we'd want to
work with before making changes.



Support Questions
Are our patrons running into EZproxy errors that they're
not reporting?



Data gathering:

Use basic analytics on EZproxy error page to see how many
users are running into it, and include data about the error
(page requested, type of error, referrer) in the URL so we
have access to that data.



Data results:

Our error page has had nearly 1500 hits since we went live
with it in March...



Decision:

We're developing a script that will comb through the EZproxy
log files, and auto-report these errors to us.



Other Questions
What is the most effective channel for advertising new
resources to our patrons?
Do our patrons pay any attention to the highlighted
resources and services on our library website's carousel?
What features should we migrate from our old database
finder to Primo, if we move all our databases there?



What is the most effective channel for
advertising new resources to our
patrons?



Data gathering:

Use campaign tracking, and add tags to the URLs sent out in
emails and other digital marketing.



Data results:

Emails from subject selectors were the most effective, by far,
at driving traffic.



Thanks!
Lauren Ajamie - University of Notre Dame

lajamie@nd.edu


